1. The Chinese editors worked on CJK_C1 jobs as set by IRG#25.

2. In order to help the development of Chinese processing products, 3 standards of dot matrix fonts for CJK characters (70,195) are finished and submitted to the Standardization Administration of China (SAC), they will be released as GB standards soon.

3. Editors from the National Library of China and the General Administration of the Press and Publication studied a batch of Chinese ancient classical books and local history books in the past 2 years. There are 150,000 considered not encoded, they are being rechecked now and may be proposed to the possible CJK_C2 in the future. For details, read document IRGN1199 please.

4. After checking CJK_C1 v60, the Chinese editors found that 1195 G-source characters were removed. These characters are used for people names and place names and are processed in the e-ID system of the Ministry of Public Security. The Chinese editors noticed that these characters are removed according to the rules set by CJK_C1 group at IRG#25, but hope IRG editors to consider the possibility of accepting them to CJK_C1 again. For details, read document IRGNxxxx please.